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Covid_19: Know 
what the world is 
watching. UK

REAL TIME SNAPSHOT



Empowering 
the world to 
create with 
confidence in 
the age of video.

About Tubular Labs 

Tubular Labs is the leading global video intelligence 
and analytics platform that powers broadcasters, 
publishers, and brands to create with confidence in 
the age of video. As the world’s most comprehensive 
database and taxonomy, Tubular organizes the 
social video universe, creating a measurement 
standard a whole industry can transact on. 
9 out of 10 global media companies and over 250 
leaders, including Viacom, Group Nine, Buzzfeed,
and Mattel trust Tubular.

For more information, visit www.tubularlabs.com. 



“Our commitment to you

This new and unthinkable reality of social distancing, economic turmoil and health 
concerns is impacting everyone. In these times, the world needs you and your industry -
digital video - more than ever for information, entertainment, and human connection. We 
are here to support you and your team, so you can confidently navigate this changing 
world, find your audience and grow your business. 
This is why we created this special report.

We hope you find this information useful. Please don’t hesitate to reach out to 
us for more help. We are here for you.

Be well,

ROB GABEL, FOUNDER & CEO

“



A new and 
unprecedented 
reality.



Demand for 
social video is 
up as people 
are bound to 
their homes.

Source: Tubular Labs | Intelligence | YouTube |  EU 5 (UK, FR, DE, IT, ES) creators only | March 
MTD vs. 2019  | Data through March 24| | V7 = views per video within 7 days of upload

In Europe, average video views after 7 days of upload 
have grown in the weeks after the outbreak.



Source: Tubular Labs | Intelligence | YouTube | 2019 vs. 3/1/20-3/17/20 | March MTD, Data through March 24| EU 5 (UK, FR, DE, IT, ES) 
creators only | English language only | V7 = views per video within 7 days of upload | Categories determined by Tubular ContentGraph

Social video consumption has 
changed in times of Covid-19...

Entertaining content 
like music or video games 
provides much needed distraction 
in a stressful reality. 

Educational videos 
about fitness and workouts at 
home, or cooking videos help 
people navigate their new 
situation at home.

Selected growth categories - V7 (Avg) views



...and so has the role of live streaming

Source: Tubular Labs | Live streaming data | YouTube | EU 5 (UK, FR, DE, IT, ES) creators only| Daily minutes watched (3 Days moving average)|Jan-March 25 2020 | 
%Change in watchtime in two weeks of March 12-25 vs. 2 weeks prior

Watchtime growth in the 
last two weeks (March 12-
25) vs. 2 weeks prior 

+12%

Especially News&Politics (+151%) and Gaming (+58%) creators saw an increase in 
watchtime of their live streamed content on YouTube



Interest in 
videos about 
Coronavirus 
continues to 
grow in Europe.

Source: Tubular Labs | Intelligence | YouTube | Creator Country= GB,FR,DE,ES,IT| 
Last 90 days | Data as of March 23 2020



Top 10 UK videos 
uploaded last week 
around Coronavirus 
on YouTube are 
dominated by 
informative content 
about the spread of 
the virus

Source: Tubular Labs| Intelligence | Videos uploaded on YouTube in last 7 days | UK creators only | Ranked by V3 views | Data as of March 25 2020
*Videos uploaded anytime by UK creators | Data as of March 25 | Views follow platform definitions.

678M
YT views for 
Coronavirus 

videos *



Top 10 UK videos 
uploaded last week 
around Coronavirus 
on Facebook are 
dominated by 
informative content 
and videos about 
politicians’ plans to 
tackle the virus

Source: Tubular Labs| Intelligence | Videos uploaded on Facebook  in last 7 days | UK creators only | Ranked by V3 views | Data as of March 25 2020
*Videos uploaded anytime by UK creators | Data as of March 25 | Views follow platform definitions.

1.1B
FB views for 
Coronavirus 

videos*



Top 10 UK videos 
uploaded last week 
around Coronavirus 
on Instagram are 
driven by funny, 
entertaining content, 
but also royals/clubs 
connecting with the 
public

Source: Tubular Labs| Intelligence | Videos uploaded on Instagram in last 7 days | UK creators only | Ranked by V3 views | Data as of March 25 2020
*Videos uploaded anytime by UK creators | Data as of March 25 | Views follow platform definitions.

133M
IG views for 
Coronavirus 

videos*



Get in touch to gain more insights and 
learn how Tubular can help you. 

vision@tubularlabs.com


